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Abstract—Most existing systems for finding live survivors
under rubble in case of a disaster are based on RF or seismic
detection. These systems generally do not provide accurate loca-
tion of the victim, have high set-up and scan time and are prone
to noise and interference. In this paper we describe an acoustic
detection system that provides an accurate location of live persons
under rubble. The system is based on a smartphone application
that records the cries for help of the survivors and sounds
nearby. The application is installed on smartphones of rescue
team members positioned around the site. Recorded sound is
transferred to a central processor that applies an acoustic location
algorithm and provides an estimation of survivors location. The
prototype system was tested in the Israel Home Front Command
training site. Location accuracy measured for only three acoustic
records around the survivor was within two meters on a 50 meters
diameter site.

Index Terms—Life detection, search and rescue, acoustic sen-
sor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Life is the most prevalent value we ought to save in our
world. In this context, when a disaster occur each minute count
to detect potential victim trapped under rubble and not let
the so called ”golden hour” expires[1]. The main approaches
to detect and locate trapped persons under rubble are based
on radar or seismic technology. Radar detection systems [2]
generally use radio frequency (RF) echo reflection that indicate
life activities (such as breathing, heartbeat, etc.) by measuring
signal time of arrival (TOA) or processing the changes in
frequency or shape of the reflected signal. This technique
allows for detecting fine movements (up to diaphragm breath
movement) through reinforced concrete up to 5-10 meters
deep. FINDER [3] is a novel heartbeat detection radar that
sends a low-power microwave signal through rubble. The
system examines changes in the reflections of echo signals
coming back from victims motion, such as breathing or heart-
beats. Generally, radar systems for search and rescue are only
suitable for local operation in a small destruction site. In order
to achieve effective result for survivor detection, the radar
needs to operate for a few minutes, every few meters. The
location may be estimated using triangulation method. Main
disadvantages of radar detection systems are noise from small
movements around the site (water flow, crowd movement etc.),
that may cause false alarms, electro-magnetic interference
issues (incl. from cellular base stations), long operation time,

both direct and reflected signals blocking by metal plates
that may be on site, and inaccuracy or misdetection due to
multi-pass phenomena by non-homogenous refraction. Seismic
detection systems [4] are used to detect trapped persons knocks
on reinforced concrete under the rubble. Usually there are up
to 6 seismic sensors installed on site. Victim location may
be derived when the distance between the sensors is known.
Seismic systems usually suffer from noise caused by wind,
cars driving by, and people movement near the site. For getting
a real life signal result using seismic system, the trapped
person should knock on reinforced concrete, preferably with
a stone or hard material. Yet, not all building materials have
high seismic sensitivity which makes seismic systems relevant
mainly for reinforced concrete buildings. In this paper we
describe an acoustic detection system that provides an accurate
location of live persons under rubble based on the sounds
recorded by smartphone. In section II we describe the system
and in section III we provide some experimental results.
Section IV concludes the paper and proposes some idea for
future works.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System components

The system design is based on assembly of standard com-
mercial products. The system consists of three main compo-
nents: (1) a smartphone used as a microphone sensor to record
the acoustic data in a specific known place; (2) a central
computer that collects acoustic data from all smartphone
records and then analyses them by digital signal processing
(DSP) to calculate the location of the survivor; and (3) a router
that makes the connection between the smartphone and the
central computer. These components are presented in Figure
1.

B. Smartphone application

The Smartphone application consists in a software which
requires the compatibility with Android JellyBean 4.1 or
one of the following versions. The application includes the
following modules:
Localization module - responsible to make sure that during
the recording time, the recorder position is correct. A smart
algorithm combines GPS information with surrounding cellu-
lar BTs.
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Fig. 1. System components

Record module this module is responsible to record the
survivors shouts. The main features include: a background
process that avoids movement during the recording, a mean
to reduce the acoustic noise from the signal (see also [5] for
some seminal works on this field) . The module also includes
a microphone digital coding implemented by the software that
allows recording by 16 PCM coding without compressing to
PCM file.

C. Central computer software

The software developed for the central computer receives
the records, implement digital signal processing for noise
reduction, correlate the voice template, and finally finds lo-
cation by triangulation technique. It can eventually sends
improvement coordination command for additional records.
There are two mode of recording at the Smartphone. The first
mode, called automatic, enable the central computer to control
the starting and ending of the recording whereas in the manual
mode the Smartphone user launches the application and the
recording himself. A snapshot of the Smartphone app GUI is
shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Smartphone application GUI

D. Detection human voice

The basic detection of human voice in central computer
is done by examining the frequency, amplitude and center
frequency continuity [6]. Detection decision making procedure
is presented in figure 3. C is the continuity parameter defined
as the repeating number of the center frequency in the signal
after dividing the signal to 30ms section.

Fig. 3. Decision making for human voice probability detection

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment Setup

Signal processing in tests was done in Hebrew language.
The structure of each test sound was used to cross-correlate
human voice mix with environment noise in order to raise
detection rate. Sound examples for characteristic vowel sounds
are given in figures 4-7.

Fig. 4. Characteristic vowel sounds (1)

Field test showed that all harmonics’ frequencies rise up
when the sound goes through a pile of rubble. Therefore the
more the person is yelling deep down into the rubble the
bigger will be the correlation between the different records.
We can perform noise cancellation by defining a threshold on
the Continuity parameter. For example in figure 8 we show
the bandwidth of a noise caused by a generator which is in
this case between 10 and 2000 Hz. From 10 to 150 Hz we
have a continuous noise which is filtered by the definition of



Fig. 5. Characteristic vowel sounds (2)

Fig. 6. Characteristic vowel sounds (3)

Fig. 7. Characteristic vowel sounds (4)

a threshold at 150 Hz, and from 150 and 2000 Hz we have
a non continuous noise which is filtered by the fact that it is
not continuous.

Fig. 8. Generator time line in 10 meters distance

When applying the Human voice to the generator noise the
Continuity become significant as it can be seen in figure 9:

Fig. 9. Human voice and, generator time line in 10 meters distance fs = 5
kHz.

This figure showed the frequency Continuity of the genera-
tor 150 Hz and the voice at 220 Hz. Analyzing the probability
to human voice detection by the decision making as described
in figure 3 and removing the generator noise gives results as
shown in figure 10-12.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
ACOUFIND system is a survivor acoustic location system

concept that is based on commercial products. The system
recordS the survivors yelling by many Smartphone in the same
time. Future work includes (1) further development of DSP
software to optimize the detection of numerous survivors, (2)
adding a more sensitive microphone to the smartphones and
(3) developing an option for survivor location in 3D.
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Fig. 10. Test field result for a woman voice found at 95%.

Fig. 11. Test field result for a man voice found at 50%.
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